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ABSTRACT. Examples are constructed of compact strictly pseudoconvex real

analytic three-dimensional CR manifolds which admit no nonconstant CR

functions. Also, the embedding problem for certain CR manifolds is shown

to be related to a result of Hadamard on immersed convex hypersurfaces in
Rn.

Let M be a compact strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold. We wish to consider

the problem of whether or not M admits a CR embedding into complex Euclidean

space C" for some n; this amounts to asking whether or not M has a sufficiently

rich collection of global CR functions. Boutet de Monvel has shown that the answer

to this question is always positive when dim M > 5 [BM]. In the case dim M = 3 it

is known that in general M may not be even locally embeddable [N] (see also [JT,

Kuj); furthermore, examples have been given which show that even when the CR

structure on M is real analytic so that the local problem is solvable it can happen

that the global CR functions on M fail to separate points of M [B] (see also [R,

AS]).
The purpose of this note is to present a very simple class of examples of three-

dimensional strictly pseudoconvex compact real analytic CR manifolds which are

not globally embeddable into any Cn. Indeed, most of these examples do not

admit any nonconstant globai CR functions; it seems reasonable to guess that this

situation is typical also in greater generality.

The examples are presented in §1 below. In §2 we see that our inability to

produce higher-dimensional examples by the same technique is related to a result

of Hadamard which states that any immersed compact hypersurface in R" (n > 3)

with positive principal curvatures must actually be embedded [S, III, pp. 94-96,

IV, pp. 121-122].

Examples similar to those presented below were known earlier to Harvey and

Lawson (for nonpseudoconvex CR manifolds) [HL] and to Bedford and Dadok (for

complex manifolds) [BD]. Also, I wish to thank C. Epstein for helpful conversations.

1. CR structures on T3. Let (xi,x2,xs) be coordinates on the 3-torus T3 =

(R/27rZ)3. A CR structure on T3 which is invariant under rotations of the first two

coordinates is given by a complex vector field

ri rt ri

_ Z = a{X3)^+ß{X3)dx^+l{X3)dx-3
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such that L and its conjugate L are nowhere C-linearly dependent. If i(p) = 0

for some point p then {x € T3 : X3 = p} is a compact complex curve; thus if we

wish to examine only strictly pseudoconvex structures on T3 we may assume that

7 is nowhere vanishing. Replacing L by <7~1L we may, in fact, assume that 7 is

identically equal to one; then L gives a CR structure if and only if Im a and Im ß

never vanish jointly.

Such a CR structure on T3 induces in a natural way a CR structure on the

covering space T2 x R. This covering space admits a CR immersion into C2 by

means of the coordinate functions

z\ — exp („-jT «*)'*)}z2 — exp X2 i"m "')}■■

indeed, Lz\ = Lz2 = 0, and at each point one of the forms

dz\ A dz\ A dz2 = 2|2i|222(Ima)(ixi A dx2 A dx$

or

dz\ A dz2 Adz2 = —22i|22|2(Im/?)(ixi A dx2 A dx¡

must be nonzero.

Note that we can recover the original CR structure on T3 by taking the portion

of the immersed hypersurface which corresponds to T2 x (0,27r + e) and gluing the

portion corresponding to T2 x (0, e) to the portion corresponding to T2 x (27r, 27t+ê:).

The formulas for z\ and z2 show that the gluing map is of the form

(21,22) !->• (Azi,Bz2),

rl-n
-iß*ß(t)dt}.where A = exp{—i fQn a(t) dt} and B = exp{- - J(

Representing our immersed hypersurface in the logarithmic coordinates familiar

from the study of Reinhardt domains we may visualize the situation as shown in

Figure 1. The dotted lines represent translation by the vector (Iog|^4|,log|ß|); the

diagram suppresses the rotation factors arg A and arg B.

Conversely, given any immersed curve in R2 which can be pasted together by

a translation as in Figure 1 we can paste together the corresponding T2-invariant

immersed hypersurface in C2 to obtain a compact CR manifold; log |.A| and log \B\

are determined by our choice of curve but arg A and arg B may be chosen arbitrarily.

log |zj

— log|z,|

Figure 1
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We note that the CR structure given by L is strictly pseudoconvex if and only if

([£, I] A L] A L, dxi A dx2 A dx3) = -4(Im a Im ß' - Im ß Im a')

is nowhere vanishing. Geometrically this is, of course, equivalent to the positivity

of the curvature of the curve in Figure 1, as we may easily check by noting that the

tangent slopes of this curve are given by Imß/lma.

From either point of view it is easy to see that there are many real analytic

strictly pseudoconvex CR structures realizing any given nonzero choices of A and

B.
Clearly if A = B = 1 then we have constructed a CR immersion of T3 into C2.

What happens if A ^ 1 or B ^ 1? We note that any CR function u on T3 admits

a Fourier expansion

U —     y ^    Urnn,

m,n£Z

where umn is of the form el^mXi+nX2')<j>rnn(x3). The usual "variation of parameters"

argument shows that <j>mn must solve the differential equation

i(ma + nß)<pmn + 4>'mn = 0;

it follows that each umn must be of the form cmnz™Z2 for some constants cm„..

Since umn is well defined on T3 we must have cmn = 0 whenever AmBn ^ 1.

Let A denote the lattice {(m,n) e I2: AmBn — 1}, and let AR denote the

subspace of R2 spanned by A. Generically we have dim Ar = 0 are all global CR

functions are constant. If dim Ar -= 1, then there exist nonconstant global CR

functions but they are all functionally dependent on a single generating function.

Finally, if dim Ar = 2 then any pair of CR functions corresponding to linearly

independent elements of A give rise to CR immersion of T3 into C2. If A ^ Z2,

however, global CR functions will fail to separate points of any two-torus {x G

T3;X3 = constant }.

Let us assume now that A = Z2, i.e., that A = B = 1. Then the curve in Figure

1 is actually a closed curve representing an immersed hypersurface in C2. If the

curve has a self-intersection then consideration of the Fourier expansion used above

shows that CR functions again fail to separate points of T3. Thus our immersed

hypersurface is embeddable if and only if the curve in Figure 1 is a simple closed

curve; in the pseudoconvex case this amounts to assuming that the rotation index

R=(2*ri[ "li"lui/ra:irrM<r3l"
JQ (Ima)2 + (Im/?)2

2n Im a Imß' -Imßlma'

is equal to ±1 (see [S, II. 1.24]).

The space of all strictly pseudoconvex T2-invariant CR structrures on T3 has

countably many components corresponding to the distinct nonzero integer values

of R. The embeddable structures form a submanifold of real codimension four

(given by the complex equations A = B = 1) contained inside the components

with R = ±1. We note that these structures are precisely the ones for which the

differential operator L has closed range as a partially defined operator from L2(T3)

toL2(T3) [Ko].

Taking a slightly different point of view we observe that the arguments above

show that a CR structure of the sort we have considered is embeddable if and
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only if it is embeddable equivariantly with respect to the standard action of T2

on C2. Such an embedding is always possible locally in the X3-variable and is well

determined up to the choice of two dilation factors in C*. Choosing a family of

local embeddings, the discrepancies along overlaps give rise to a Cech one-cycle with

values in C* x C* (see Figure 2). The CR structure is equivariantly immersable if

and only if the corresponding cohomology class in H1(S1,C* x C*) is trivial.

log |zp|

— log|z,|

Figure 2

2. Higher dimensions. In analogy to our work above we may consider Tn-

invariant CR structures on T" x S, where S is a compact manifold of real dimension

n — 1. If n > 3 and the structure is strictly pseudoconvex, then we know from the

theorem of Boutet de Monvel cited earlier that the structure is embeddable into

some Cn. In this special case we can give an elementary proof which is outlined

below.

THEOREM. Let S be a compact manifold of real dimension n — 1 with n > 3

and let M — Tn x S be equipped with a Jn -invariant strictly pseudoconvex CR

structure. Then S is diffeomorphic to the sphere Sn~1 and M is CR isomorphic to

the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain in (C*)n.

Outline of proof. The T"-invariance of the CR structure means that the CR

structure is generated by vector fields of the form

^aj{p)
dxi

X,

where p denotes points in S, the Xj are standard coordinates on T", and X is a

vector field on S. Thus a function of the form

fJ{x,p) = elx'uJ{p)

is CR if and only if it satisfies a family of equations of the form

iaJ{p)uJ(p) + Xuj(p) = 0.
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It is not hard to check that the strict pseudoconvexity hypothesis guarantees that

we have exactly one such equation for each j and for each vector field X on S so

that each u3 must satisfy a total differential equation dlogUj = ctj\ the integrability

conditions on the CR structure guarantee that each ctj is a closed 1-form.

Thus we may solve locally for the Uj to obtain an equivariant immersion of

Tn x U into C" for any simply-connected open subset U of S. The corresponding

immersion

Ar/: /)h (log|ui(p)|,...,log|u„(/j)|)

of U into logarithmic coordinate space R™ is determined up to additive constants so

that we have induced a well-defined Gauss map from S to the unit sphere S"_1. The

strict pseudoconvexity hypothesis implies that the image of each Ar/ has positive

principal curvatures so that the Gauss map is a local diffeomorphism from S to

Sn ; since S is a compact and S™-1 is simply-connected the Gauss map is in fact

a diffeomorphism of S onto Sn_1. In particular, S is simply connected, so that we

have a well-defined map

A: /)h (log |ui(p)|,..., log ¡w„(p)|)

from S to R". The image of A is a compact immersed hypersurface with positive

principal curvatures; thus the result of Hadamard cited in the introduction implies

that A is an embedding. Thus A(S) bounds a strictly convex open subset of log-

arithmic coordinate space R" and the boundary of the corresponding Reinhardt

domain is CR isomorphic to M.
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